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the first vengeance essential synthwave
samplepack has landed! you wanted the
best magic 80's sounds in one place well

here it is: vsw1 has over 2700 high quality
wave samples, consisting of the fattest
vintage kicks, snares, cymbals & synth

toms, analog basses & synths, complete
drum loops, complex uplifting & downlifting
effects, huge reverbed impacts as well as
many live recorded electric guitar loops -
all in various tempos, ranging from 100 to
140 bpm and different root keys.. created
on authentic 80s hardware and insanely
expensive vintage effect gear. this is a
complete decade in one samplepack,
carefully lifted and polished up to the

modern standarts! use these sounds in all
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kind of electronic, synth pop, synthwave,
cyberpunk or trance genres. your samplers
are waiting for hot new sounds, what are
you waiting for vengeance is back with a

vengeance! including more than 3100 wav
files, this is our biggest and best sample

pack ever. the vengeance essential
clubsounds series has influenced the whole
genre of club music for the last 8 years and
is an integral component in the studios of
countless well-known dance producers! for

volume 4, club music veterans manuel
schleis and manuel reuter developed

exclusive premium material - from kicks,
claps, snares, hats, and percussions to

driving uplifting effects and fills to perfectly
programmed drum and melody loops,
break/dubbeats and half tempo slow

motion beats for breaks. furthermore, in
close cooperation with professional studio
musicians and artists, unique guitar loops,

scratches and vocals were created - all
perfectly cut for modern dance, club and
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chart productions.
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The ultimate sample pack for all those
producers seeking delicious drum- and
bass sounds of the underground - 40

heavyweight basslines, 37 four-on-the-floor
melodies, an extensive collection of raw

and dirty synth parts, 156 samples in total,
140 multi-sampled drum kits, 74 Bassloops

in total, 59 Guitars and 51 Horns. What
else do you need? Vengeance Total Dance
Sounds Vol.3: Vocals - As the name says,

this sample pack is dedicated to
construction and vocal kits for modern club
music (Electro, House, Hands-Up, Trance).
The producer, Stephan Endemann, from

successful dance projects such as Mondo,
delivers 30 perfectly composed song

construction kits and innumerable one-shot
vocals / drums in impressive studio quality.

The song kits are fully targeted at
commercial chart success: the catchy

melodies will be really hard to get out of
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your head! In the construction kits, even
the smallest synth, effect, drum and vocal
track has been included separately as WAV
loops as well as all the related MIDI tracks.
Even the lyrics for the vocals are included
as text files! Complete song arrangements
are here, waiting to be processed further
into the next hit. Vengeance Total Dance
Sounds Vol.4: Hard drums - This sample
pack provides you with the most modern

sounding kicks, snares, hi-hats, percussion
and tribal percussion. Besides all that,
sample loops are included for sythes,

basslines, chord progressions, leads, pads,
drums and loops. The construction kits

have been creatively arranged to provide
you with all the elements necessary for

your next dance floor masterpiece. What's
more, the template for every single kit has
been included so you'll be able to hit the

ground running when you get started!
5ec8ef588b
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